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                    Abstract
In the causal inference framework of Spirtes, Glymour, and Scheines (SGS), inferences about causal relationships are made from samples from probability distributions and a number of assumptions relating causal relations to probability distributions. The most controversial of these assumptions is the Causal Faithfulness Assumption, which roughly states that if a conditional independence statement is true of a probability distribution generated by a causal structure, it is entailed by the causal structure and not just for particular parameter values. In this paper we show that the addition of the Causal Faithfulness Assumption plays three quite different roles in the SGS framework: (i) it reduces the degree of underdetermination of causal structure by probability distribution; (ii) computationally, it justifies reliable (constraint-based) causal inference algorithms that would otherwise have to be slower in order to be reliable; and (iii) statistically, it implies that those algorithms reliably obtain the correct answer at smaller sample sizes than would otherwise be the case. We also consider a number of variations on the Causal Faithfulness Assumption, and show how they affect each of these three roles.
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                    Notes
	The stipulation that a node counts as its own ancestor and descendant has some technical convenience.


	For three disjoint sets of random variables \(\mathbf{X},\mathbf{Y}, \mathbf{Z}\), we write [image: ] for the statement that X and Y are conditionally independent given Z. The statement is satisfied by a probability distribution \(P\) or true according to \(P\) iff \(P(\mathbf{X }= x \vert \mathbf{Y} = y, \mathbf{Z} = z)=P(\mathbf{X }= x | \mathbf{Z} = z)\) for every (vector) value \(x\) of \(\mathbf{X}, y\) of \(\mathbf{Y}, z\) of Z s.t. \(P(\mathbf{Y} = y, \mathbf{Z} = z) > 0\). When Y is an empty set, [image: ] is trivially satisfied by all probability distributions. When Z  is empty, we often just write [image: ], short for \( {\varnothing }\). For singleton sets, we will abuse notation and omit the curly brackets. See e.g., Dawid (1979) and Pearl (1988) for detailed discussions of conditional independence.


	All the entailed conditional independence statements can be easily read off a given causal structure by a graph criterion called d-separation (Pearl 1988).


	This will generally be the case if V does not leave out any common causes of two variables in V, there is no selection bias in the sampling, and the true causal structure is either acyclic or linear.


	If \(P\) does not satisfy any nontrivial conditional independence statement, then M(\(P) =\) 
                              M-F(\(P)\) is the set of complete causal structures.


	Another consequence of the CFA, named Orientation-Faithfulness, is often discussed alongside Adjacency-Faithfulness. The Adjacency-Faithfulness assumption, as we will show, can reduce underdetermination as much as the CFA does without Orientation-Faithfulness, but the Orientation-Faithfulness assumption cannot do without Adjacency-Faithfulness.


	Interested readers can check that given the CMA and the Adjacency-Faithfulness assumption, the causal structures that are compatible with the said distribution remain the three structures in Fig. 2.


	Basically the reason is that no DAG with just three adjacencies (one between \(V\)
                                 \(_{1}\) and \(V_{2}\), one between \(V_{2}\) and \(V_{3}\), and one between \(V_{3}\) and \(V_{4})\) is Markov to the said distribution. Adding any other adjacency yields a DAG to which the said distribution is not Adjacency-Faithful.


	Basically the reason is that every DAG to which the said distribution is Markov and Triangle-Faithful must have at least the three arrows \(V_{1} \rightarrow V_{3}, V_{2 } \rightarrow V_{3}\), and \(V_{3} \rightarrow V_{4}\) (cf. the VCSGS algorithm we will describe in the next section). Since it is not true that [image: ], an edge between \(V_{1}\) and \(V_{2}\) has to be added in order to be Markov to the distribution. Then the triangle \({<}V_{1}, V_{3}, V_{2}{>}\) would fail the Triangle-Faithfulness.


	It is a sub-model in that it entails a superset of conditional independence constraints and so is compatible with a subset of probability distributions.


	One way to see this is that the causal Minimality assumption, by itself, cannot rule out any causal order: for every ordering of the variables, there is a minimal DAG that satisfies the CMA.


	We do know that it is not true that whenever \(\mathbf{M}\hbox {-}\mathbf{M}\mathbf{}\hbox {-}\mathbf{TF}(P) \ne \varnothing , \mathbf{M}\hbox {-}\mathbf{PM}(P) = \mathbf{M}\hbox {-}\mathbf{M}\hbox {-}\mathbf{TF}(P)\). That is, there are cases in which the conjunction of the causal Minimality assumption and the Triangle-Faithfulness assumption reduces underdetermination to a greater extent than the P-Minimality assumption does. Raskutti and Uhler (2014) presented such an example in the proof of their Theorem 2.8. (b).


	For the sample version of the PC algorithm, this bound holds with high probability.


	As we stress at the end, our discussion here is limited to the known constraint-based algorithms. We do not know whether similar points can be made for the score-based or the Bayesian approach, or even how weakening of the CFA bears on that approach. We thank an anonymous referee for raising this issue, and hope to explore it in future work.
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